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Shoebox Scanning
About Shoebox Scanning
Shoebox scanning is a high-speed system of scanning that allows the staff at Pixels Plus to digitise large numbers of your
precious photographs.
Pixels Plus are able to scan prints & documents from as small as 9cmx6cm up to 20cmx30cm or A4 and put them on to CD
DVD or USB at a very low price.
The service is a great way to preserve all your photographs. You will be able to share them over the internet, easily make
more prints and enjoy a digital slide show on your computer or TV ( if TV supports jpg image preview).
Most prints and documents will be able to go through our high-speed scanning service, but delicate old photographs,
Polaroid prints, mounted prints on card and torn or damaged photographs will need to be manually scanned, which also
include manual enhancement.

Shoebox Scanning Prices
Minimum Charge is $49.00 Per Order

Quantity

Per Scan

100-199 prints

49¢

200-299 prints

47¢

300-399 prints

44¢

400-499 prints

39¢

500-599 prints

37¢

600-799 prints

34¢

800-999 prints

29¢

1000+ prints

27¢

2000+ prints

24¢
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Notice
Our high-speed photo scanning service is designed to digitally preserve your regular photos. This service is not designed to
archive professional images with museum-quality clarity. We do provide both services and for individual high-resolution
scans please consult the price list under Film & Print Scanning Services.

Ordering Shoebox Scans


Sort your prints in the order you would like them scanned, within their relative sizes.



Please rotate your prints: For vertical images, make sure heads are to the right. For horizontal images, make sure
prints are upright. We will rotate your images for you, at an additional charge of $10 per 100 prints.



If the prints are from different albums and or boxes you can place a paper marker cut to the relative print size
between your prints e.g. with Europe Vacation 1990 written on it, and we will scan the marker along with your
prints.



If you're in the Sydney area, bring your box of prints to Pixels Plus. Click here for store location and hours.



Outside the Sydney Area? Contact us for ordering instructions.



Please fill out the ordering form. Use the link below.
https://www.pixelsplus.com.au/files/shoebox%20checklist.pdf

Shoebox Scan Add-Ons


Order a 4x6 print of each image for only $0.24 each when ordered at time of scanning.



All images must be printed for this low price to apply.



DVD Slide Shows cost $45.00 and can be played on most home DVD players for viewing on TV. This service is
great for birthday parties, special occasions and funerals.



Add extra DVDs at $15 each or extra CDs at $5.00 each.



Have your prints scanned at a higher resolution (600 dpi), charged at the same rate as 300dpi plus 50%



Turn your scans into a collage. We can print on photo paper, adhesive wall paper or canvas.
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Print Scanning Services
This service is for custom scanning and includes manual enhancement, we can scan to specific output sizes & resolutions
with the intention of printing large prints or canvas. It is also for the scanning of torn, damaged, badly faded, off colour
prints and if the originals need to be digitally restored.
The maximum size of original we can scan for the below prices is 8x12 inches (20x30cm).
For sizes larger than this, 16x20 inches (41x51cm) being the largest, a quote is needed.

Original Size scanning at 300dpi
Quantity

Price

1st print Scan

$4.50

2-10 Print Scans

$3.50

11 Plus Print Scans

$3.10

CD of Print Scans

$8.50

Upload to USB (Supplied)

$3.50

Scans will produce a print size same as original print.

Higher Resolution Scanning
Final Scan Size in Inches / CM

Approx. jpg File Size in MB

Price per scan 1-5

Price per scan 6+

10x15 / 25x38

38.60

$8.00

$6.50

12x18 / 30x45

55.60

$10.00

$8.50

16x24 / 40x60

98.90

$12.00

$9.50

20x30 / 50x76

154.50

$14.00

$11.00

24x36 / 60x90

222.50

$17.00

$13.00

28x42 / 70x107

302.80

$25.00

$20.00
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Video Transfers
Video tapes to DVD
We accept all domestic formats: VHS, VHS-C, Video 8, Hi-8, Digital 8, Beta Max, MiniDV.
Prices below are for up to 2 hours of recording on tape. Exceeding two hours on a longer, for example 3 or 4 hour tape,
will mean an extra tape charge. Maximum Charge per tape will equal that of two tapes. For example, 4 three hour tapes will
cost the price of 8 tapes.

Price
1 Tape (Over two hours add another tape charge)

$48.00

2-5 Tapes (Over two hours add another tape charge)

$32.00 each

6-11 Tapes (Over two hours add another tape charge)

$28.80 each

12-15 Tapes (Over two hours add another tape charge)

$25.60 each

16 & Over (Over two hours add another tape charge)

$22.40 each

Other Video Formats to DVD
Including – HD Mini DV, DV Cam, Beta Cam SP, U-Matic Formats

Price
1 Tape (Over two hours add another tape charge)

$64.00

2-5 Tapes (Over two hours add another tape charge)

$40.00 each

6-11 Tapes (Over two hours add another tape charge)

$36.80 each

12-15 Tapes (Over two hours add another tape charge)

$33.60 each

16 & Over (Over two hours add another tape charge)

$30.40 each
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Extra copies $16.00



All original tapes are returned.



Transfer process will take a minimum of two weeks.



We can transfer both PAL and NTSC formats at no extra charge.



Cost is per tape up to 2hrs duration on each tape.

8mm and 16mm Movie Film to DVD
Formats we accept are: STD 8mm, super 8mm Film Formats; please allow three weeks turnaround for this service.

Price:
(Charge is in per feet measurement of Film)

1-50ft

$48.00

51-100ft

$72.00

101-300ft

$120.00

301-500ft

$160.00

501-1000ft

$0.29cents per foot

1001-2000ft

$0.24cents per foot

Over 2000ft

$0.23cents per foot



Additional DVD copies $16.00



Movie film will be returned along with original reels and canisters.



Background music- (ask store for details)

Please Note:
Film reel sizes & cost
A 3" film reel is 50ft = $48.00
A 5" film reel is 200ft = $120.00
A 7" film reel is 400ft = $160.00
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Tape Repair / Cleaning
Repair broken / snapped tapes - $60
All DVDs whether from movie film or tape will include the following:


Intelligent Chapters - We offer the Chapter points automatically detected at natural scene breaks in the video or
movie film footage, included with EVERY DVD.



DVD Chapter Menus - Chapter menus with thumbnail pictures taken from your video representing the chapters
appear on the DVD screen menu, included with EVERY DVD.



Background Music - Your choice of background music for your super 8, standard 8 or 16mm movie film reels,
35mm slides or photos to DVD
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Slide & Negative Scanning
Types of Film we scan:


110 & 126 "instamatic" unmounted positive filmstrip scanning



35mm, 110, 126, & 127 slide scanning



35mm negative scanning



35mm transparency scanning



120/220 medium format negative scanning



120/220 medium format transparency scanning



4x5 inch large format negative scanning



4x5 inch large format transparency scanning



Microfiche Film



Glass Plates



Old Box Brownie and land camera negatives



Custom high-end DVD slideshow authoring after scanning service.

It's a fact that negatives and slides deteriorate over time and the means of printing, scanning & copying them in the future
will not be available as photo lab machines will be entirely digital only, as it is already with the likes of Harvey Norman.
You don't want to wait until it's too late and find out that your precious memories have faded away, do you?
If you value your memories and want to preserve them the best option you have is film scanning. High-resolution scans are
a great way to archive and preserve your history, because unlike film, digital files do not fade or colour shift on their own.
Files can be copied in a few mouse clicks and storage media is fairly inexpensive. This means copies can be easily made and
stored in multiple locations. Simple storage is not the only benefit of having your film scanned, there are many advantages
to bringing your film into the digital age.
Once your slides and film have been scanned it can be restored to its original condition and even be improved. In most
cases, colours can be brought back to life and fading restored. We do basic colour corrections and fading restoration on all
our scans free of charge. However, many of our clients want further adjustments to improve the colour and composition of
their photographs. People can be added or removed from your photographs, tears and scratches removed, colour
photographs can be transformed to beautiful black & white and b&w photos can be colorized. The possibilities are endless!
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All our scans are done individually by hand to ensure the highest level of quality possible. Materials are evaluated pre and
post scan and adjustments are made if needed. Your materials are always handled professionally and with care, we know
they are priceless to you.
When we've completed scanning your negatives, slides, or prints we return your original materials along with the CD or
DVD containing the film scans. Our scans are labeled numerically so you can order photo restorations or prints from Pixels
Plus at a later time.
If you order a CD or DVD they can be either in a data format or a slide show format.

Film Scanning Services to CD or Customer Supplied USB
From Cut 35mm Film
Scanned Image Resolution

24 Exposure Roll of Film

36 Exposure Roll of Film

Standard Resolution (6MB file size)

$14.95 per roll

$16.95 per roll

High Resolution (27MB file size)

$29.95 per roll

$47.95 per roll

From Mounted Slides (Epson Scanner)
Slide Quantity

Price:
With Manual Colour & Density Correction

1st Slide

$5.00

Next 2-20 Slides

$1.50

21 Plus Slides

$1.25
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From Old Negative & transparency Formats
(E.g. Box Brownie, 120mm, 5x4in, 8x10in, Microfiche, X-ray Film)

Quantity

Price

1st Scan

$7.00

Next 2-10

$5.00

11 plus

$3.50

Scans to CD

$8.50

Scans to USB (Customer supplied)

$3.50

Scans to USB (Pixels Plus Purchase)

FREE

Scans to Drop Box

$3.50
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Large Format and Canvas Printing
Enlargements

PhotoTex

Gloss or Pearl
Finish

(Original peel & stick, polyester
fabric).

Metallic
Finish

10 x 15''

25 x 38cm

$19.95

$15.00

$27.95

11 x 14''

28 x 35cm

$21.95

$15.00

$31.00

11.7 x 16.5

A3

$23.50

$15.00

$32.95

12 x 16''

30 x 40cm

$22.95

$15.00

$32.50

12 x 18''

30 x 45cm

$24.95

$15.00

$34.95

Posters

Gloss or Pearl
Finish

(Original peel & stick, polyester
fabric).

Pearl Metallic
Finish

PhotoTex

16 x 20''

40 x 50cm

$28.95

$17.50

$40.50

16 x 24''

40 x 60cm

$31.00

$18.50

$43.50

16.5 x 23.4''

A2

$31.95

$19.50

$44.95

20 x 24''

50 x 60cm

$39.95

$25.00

$55.95

20 x 30''

50 x 76cm

$69.95

$45.00

$97.95

24 x 30''

60 x 76 cm

$89.95

$55.00

$125.00

24 x 35''

60 x 89cm

$120.00

$75.00

$165.00

We can print custom sizes as well, up to 36 inches (91.4cm) in width.
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Canvas Prints Stretched & Framed
Standard Size

Price

11 x 14''

28 x 35.5cm

$60.00

12 x 16''

30 x 41cm

$70.00

12 x 18''

30 x 45cm

$80.00

16 x 20''

41 x 51cm

$100.00

16 x 24"

41 x 61cm

$125.00

20 x 24"

51 x 61cm

$135.00

20 x 30"

51 x 76cm

$150.00

30 x 40"

76 x 102cm

$220.00

40 x 60"

102 x 152cm

$420.00

12 X 12"

30 x 30cm

$60.00

14 x 14"

35 x 35cm

$75.00

16 x 16"

41 x 41cm

$85.00

18 x 18"

45 x 45cm

$100.00

20 x 20"

51 x 51cm

$130.00

24 x 24"

61 x 61cm

$160.00

30 x 30"

76 x 76cm

$200.00

40 x 40"

102 x 102cm

$270.00

Square Sizes
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Long Rectangular Sizes
12 x 24"

30 x 61cm

$120.00

20 x 40"

51 x 102cm

$260.00

30 x 60"

76 x 152cm

$370.00

12 x 40"

30 x 102cm

$230.00

20 x 60"

51 x 152cm

$380.00

Panorama Sizes

For Canvas printed only and not framed Deduct 30% off price.
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Camera Repairs & Sensor Cleaning

Pixels Plus Camera Services and Repairs
We specialise in repairing professional brand name digital cameras and video cameras or camcorders such as Canon, Nikon, Sony,
Panasonic, Pentax, JVC, Sanyo, Olympus, Minolta, Fujifilm, Casio, Leica, Tokina, Hitachi, Sigma, Tamron, Kodak, Samsung and
all brands of photographic equipment, digital compact, DSLR, SLR, Film, HDD, Hi Definition, DVD, MiniDV, Etc.…
We are committed to provide you with quality advice and competitively priced and reliable repairs. This includes all photographic
equipment, digital cameras, camcorders and lenses.
We provide 3 months warranty on digital cameras, camcorders, professional cameras including flashes. And 6 months warranty on
35mm cameras and lenses.

Other services:
Other services that we provide includes: sensor cleaning, lens cleaning, flash repair, CCD cleaning, lens repair, shutter repair, light
meter repair and flash gun repair. We fix most photographic related equipment whether they are an older model or the latest that
are currently on the market.

Area of service:
We except goods for service locally or interstate.
The returning of repaired or non-repaired goods after service, will be charged a postage & handling fee.
This fee will vary depending on the weight and physical size of the goods to be returned.
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Procedure for sending equipment for repairs:
(Only if you are not able to visit our shop - due to distance, outside sydney metro or interstate)

1. Fill out a REPAIR FORM and make sure to keep a duplicate copy for yourself.
2 .If you have any queries, please phone us before mailing anything.
3. Pack the equipment in a sturdy box with at least 5cm of padding. Include the repair form in the box.
4. Only send the faulty equipment. Please do not send unnecessary accessories.
5. Send by registered post.
6. Once we receive the faulty equipment, we will contact you with a repair quote and timeframe for completion of the repair.
7. If you decline the quote, the equipment will be returned to you at a cost of $30.00 for handling and freight.
8. Full payment is usually required before repairs are commenced.
9. Repair time is usually between 2 and 4 weeks, subject to parts availability.
10. Pixels Plus reserve the right to re-quote if an initially unexpected fault becomes apparent during repair.

Sensor Cleaning
If you start to notice foreign, dark, fuzzy specks or spots on your images and or photographs, you may need to have your sensor
cleaned.
At Pixels Plus our professional staff provide a cleaning service of your DSLR image sensor. We offer a free evaluation and we
will always try to use a non-invasive cleaning method at no charge. If the dust is stubborn, and a more intensive cleaning is
required, you may have to leave your camera with us for a day or so. Below, please find our prices for this service:

APS-C Sensors from APS-C Sensors from
Full Frame Sensors

$45.00
$50.00

Please Note: Prices may vary depending on the severity of the clean and if any sticky residue is found on sensor.
We understand the risk involved with cleaning your sensor and we are here to help you!

Address for sending item for repair
Pixels Plus
45 Willoughby Rd
Crows Nest, NSW 2065
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Digital Files to CD & DVD
CD'S From Media Full Service
From camera cards, USB drives & CD




1st CD - $8.50
Extra Copies - $7.00
additional Media to same CD $2.50 per Media

DVD's From Media Full Service
From camera cards, USB drives, CD & DVD




1st DVD - $18.95
Extra Copies - $16.00
Additional media to same CD $5.00 per media

CD's From Media @ Kiosk
From camera cards, USB drives, CD & DVD




1st CD - $6.95
Extra Copies are discounted
No charge for additional media

DVD's From Media @ Kiosk
From camera cards, USB drives, CD & DVD




1st DVD - $15.00
Extra Copies are discounted
No charge for additional media.
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Colour and B&W Film Processing
Developing & Printing Colour
35mm Film Colour

Single Set (4x6 Inch)

Second Set (4x6 inch)

24 Exposure

$18.50

$7.00

36 Exposure

$23.50

$10.00

Single Set (5x7 inch)

Second Set (5x7 Inch)

24 Exposure

$26.95

$15.00

36 Exposure

$35.95

$22.00

To supplied USB with Prints

$5.00 extra

N/A

To Pixels Plus CD with prints

$6.00 extra

N/A

One to Five Films

Six or More Films

Develop Only

$8.50

$7.00

Develop & scan to CD (17mb files)

$16.50

$14.50

Develop & scan to CD (70mb files)

$40.00

$37.00

Develop & Scan to supplied USB (17mb Files)

$15.50

$13.50

Develop & Scan to supplied USB (70mb files)

$39.00

Develop & Upload Images (17mb Files Only)

$15.50

Below Services Are Without
Prints Included

$13.50

White border, gloss or satin finish are available N/C
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APS Film

Single Set

Second Set

25 Exposure

$17.50

$6.25

40 Exposure

$22.85

$10.00

Develop Only

$7.50

N/A

Index Print

$2.00

N/A

CD with Prints

$5.00

N/A

White Borders, Gloss or Satin finish are available N/C
Prices are based on $6.85 developing cost plus 35¢ per print up to 24exp and 25¢ per print thereafter. Second sets at 25¢ per
print.

Developing & Printing Black & White
35mm Film B&W

Single Set (4x6 Inch)

Second Set (4x6 inch)

24 Exposure

$27.30

$9.00

36 Exposure

$33.70

$13.00

Single Set (5x7 inch)

Second Set (5x7 Inch)

24 Exposure

$34.50

$17.00

36 Exposure

$44.50

$25.00

To supplied USB with Prints

$5.00 extra

N/A

To Pixels Plus CD with prints

$6.00 extra

N/A

Single Set (6x8 inch)

Second Set (6x8 Inch)

24 Exposure

$38.10

$21.00

36 Exposure

$49.90

$32.00
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Below Services Are Without
Prints Included

One to Five Films

Six or More Films

Develop Only

$17.50

$15.00

Develop & scan to CD (17mb files)

$24.50

$21.00

Develop & scan to CD (70mb files)

$54.00

$46.00

Develop & Scan to supplied USB (17mb Files)

$27.00

$23.00

Develop & Scan to supplied USB (70mb files)

$52.00

$44.00

Develop & Upload Images (17mb Files Only)

$22.50

$20.50

White Borders, Gloss or Satin finish are available N/C

120mm film
Colour Film

Price

Black &
White Film

Develop only

$10.50 (Cut and sleeved $2.5)

Develop only

$17.50 (Cut and sleeved $2.5)

Develop & Scan

$25.50 Standard Resolution (16
MB)

Develop & Scan

$33.50 Standard Resolution (16 MB)

$45.50 High Resolution (45 MB)

$55.50 High Resolution (45 MB)

6x4in Prints from 120mm Negatives At Time Of Scanning
Quantity

Price

1 - 10

$1.00

11 - 20

90c

21 - 30

80c

31 - plus

75c

We can print up to 8x12in (20x30cm) straight from the negative. Please click Enlargements for prices.
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Prints from 35mm Slides in 6 x 4
Quantity

Corrected

Uncorrected

1st Slide

$5.00

$5.00

Next 2 - 10

$2.00

$1.50

11 Plus

$1.50

$1.50

Additional Copies Off The Same Image

N/A

$1.00

CDs Produced At Time Of Scanning

N/A

$5.00

We can print up to 8x12in (20x30cm) straight from the negative. Please click Enlargements for prices.
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Media Recovery Service
Media Recovery Prices
Storage

Price

Up to16 Gigabytes

$35.00 flat fee

32 to 64 Gigabyte

$45.00

128 Gigabyte

$60.00

256 Gigabyte

$75.00

512 Gigabyte plus

$90.00

Please Note: Price is for recovering files only. To CD, DVD or USB is at an extra charge.

Memory Card Usage
Digital Film (in other words a camera memory card) can be invaluable to replace so it's worthwhile knowing how to look after
your card so you can get the most out of it in terms of longevity and reliable operation.
To get the best from your flash memory card, always:


Use the correct memory card for the camera and follow the
manufacturer's insertion instructions. Cards should slip in neatly if
they are correctly orientated. Never force a card into a slot. Note: a
few recently released digital cameras can accept two different types
of cards, giving you a choice as to what to buy. Most such cameras
let you transfer fi les from one card to the other.



Make sure the connectors are properly engaged when inserting the
card in its slot before closing the card door (you may need to check
that the card lifting tab is right down first!).



Make sure the card slot cover is properly closed before turning the
camera on. Some cameras provide a warning beep if users attempt
to switch the power on while the card slot door is ajar.
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Never open the card door while the camera is writing data to the card. Some cameras have indicator lights that come on
while this happening; others blank out the LED monitor. If you stop data writing too soon, you'll corrupt the image fi les
and may permanently damage the card.



Look after your cards. Although fairly robust, they can be damaged by incorrect handling. Keep cards in a dust- and
moisture-free container and away from direct sunlight and heat sources when they're not in use. Dust and moisture can
affect connections between the card and the camera, preventing data from being transferred properly.



Format cards before use and whenever you experience data transfer problems. Note: this will erase ALL data on the card
and should therefore only be done when necessary.
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Standard Prints & Enlargement
Prices & Services
Print digital files from any Media Type, including Mobile Phones. White Borders, Gloss or Satin finish are available N/C

Standard Size prints
Quantity

3.5 x 5 inch

4x6 inch

Jumbo Size (5x7 inch)

1 print

$1.00

$1.30

$2.00

2-10

65c

80c

$1.25

11-20

45c

65c

$1.00

21-99

35c

45c

70c

100-199

30c

35c

60c

200 plus

25c

29c

55c

CD's produced at time of printing - $5.00
50% surcharge for images provided in the form of a 'To Print List'.
All images are evaluated by us, then corrected for colour & density when needed.
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Enlargements from Negatives or Digital Media
Quantity

6x8

8 x 10

8 x 12

1-3 Prints

$3.50

$7.00

$8.00

4-20

$2.10

$4.20

$4.80

21-50

$1.50

$3.60

$4.20

50 Plus

$1.10

$3.20

$3.80

In Gloss, Satin, Borders or No Borders N/C

Print to Print
Quantity

4x6

5x7

6x8

8 x 10

8 x 12

1 Print

$5.00

$6.00

$7.00

$9.50

$10.00

2-10

$3.50

$4.50

$5.50

$7.50

$8.00
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$3.00

$4.00

$5.00

$6.00

$6.50

Additional copies off the same image $1.00
CD's produced at time of scanning $5.00
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Passport & ID Photos (All Countries)
Pixels Plus with 24 years’ experience in taking passport & Visa photos will make sure that no matter which countries passport or
visa photo you require that they all conform to the new internationally agreed biometric standards.
In fact Pixels Plus Passport photos have a 100% compliant guarantee. Pixels Plus passport photos comply with both the DFAT
(Australian Government Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade) & the ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organisation)
Have a look at the link on this page for your countries passport and visa specifications.
Pixels Plus are specialists in Passport Photos, Visa Photos, NSW Transport Photos (Taxi, Bus, Luxury Car, etc).
We can do all forms of I.D. Photos and can print in Gloss or matte finish and Colour or B&W.
No appointment necessary
Complete service While-you-wait. Your photo will be taken and printed in minutes Convenient Sydney, Lower North Shore
location.

Prices for all Passport & ID Photos
Printed biometric Passport, Citizenship & Visa Photos for all Countries (except
Canada)

$19.95
Add an Electronic copy for only $5

Printed biometric Canadian Passports (With Photographer's Stamp and date taken)

$25.00

Electronic biometric Passport and Electronic Visa Photos (e.g. US Visa photos)

$25.00

Printed Bus, Taxi, Hire Car, Boating Licence photos and all other I.D. Photos

$19.95
Add an Electronic copy for only $5

Baby Passport biometric Photos

$25.00
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Take your own Photo and send it to us via Drop Box.
The cost for this service is $10.00 and is only provided for well taken images that meet all of the photographic lighting &
biometric guidelines of the passport or visa photo required. This is a great service for printing I.D. Photos that don't require strict
guidelines.
If you have an Image that meets the Guidelines you can upload here:
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